
The Original Bad Boys is a Hip Hop group from various parts of Brooklyn.

They were comprised of MC’s, Artist, Producers, writers, a Human BeatBox and DJ 
MJ.

The group was established in 1985, many years before P-Diddy’s version of the Bad 
Boys.

Members of the group are T-Funk, Busy B, K-Love, MJ, Al B and Mr. Mack.

Their first and hit single was Titled “Bad Boys” on StarLite records. 

The Group used a sample of the hit Cartoon TV Show “Inspector Gadget” as part of 
the hook on the song.

A video of their single can be found on youtube under the title “Inspector Gadget/Bad 
Boys featuring K Love.

The group made a video of the popular hit single which was featured on Video Music 
Box with Ralph McDaniels.

Doug E Fresh also used the same sample when he recorded “The Show” with Slick 
Rick and the Get Fresh Crew.

“Veronica” was their second single but did not have as much traction as the “Inspector 
Gadget/Bad Boys” hit.

The single can be related to “Latoya” by Just-Ice and “Sally” by StetsaSonic.   


In 1981, T-Funk (RIP) of the Bad Boys battled Tony Tee of the Ultimate 3 MC’s at 
the Eclipse Roller Rink in Brooklyn, East New York.

The battle took place during a DJ Battle between DJ Watkins and DJ Duracell on 
Atlantic avenue. 

T-Funk was also a heavy influence to the Disco 3, who later changed their name to the 
Fat Boys.

He was well known for using the lyrics “Brrrr stick em, ha ha ha Stick em”. Which the 
Fat Boys used in one of their singles.

While living in the New Lots area of Brooklyn, T-Funk would practice and recite music 
and lyrics of the West Indies Culture.

T-Funk later passed away due to heart complications, but remains one of Brooklyn’s 
early Hip Hop influences.

K-Love was the only female in the group, which during this time….only a few Hip Hop 
groups had female members.

She is also one of the first female rappers that could do the human beatbox.

You can still find the Bad Boys performing their hit single “Inspector Gadget/Bad Boys” 
at a few Oldschool Hip Hop parties.

Written by Tony Tee aka Tony Paris


